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Seek wisdom 

 

Caption: Robert French 

A message from the Chancellor, The Hon. Robert S French AC  

I offer my sincere congratulations to the UWA graduates of 2020 and 2021. Graduation from The 
University of Western Australia is an achievement reflecting years of commitment to higher learning. It 
also marks the acquisition of the ability to continue to learn, to reason critically and, over time, to 
acquire the wisdom that comes by joining learning and reasoning to life experience.  For the graduates 
of 2020 and their teachers who have had to work through the constraints and difficulties of pandemic 
restrictions, it is a particularly notable achievement. 
 
It is an achievement which makes you all part of our history.  As the holder of a degree at The 
University of Western Australia, you join generations of students who have passed through the lecture 
theatres and tutorial rooms at the University, since it came into existence in 1911. You are now part of 
its history as much as it is part of yours. 
 
The prime mover in the establishment of the University was its first Chancellor, Sir John Winthrop 
Hackett, a leading Western Australian politician, philanthropist and the proprietor of The West 
Australian newspaper. 
 
The University’s purpose, from its foundation, was expressed in practical terms – to provide instruction 
in ‘practical arts and liberal studies’ which would help develop the fledging economy of Western 
Australia and thereby ‘advance the prosperity and welfare of the people’. The University’s motto 
encompasses that purpose with a higher ideal in urging all who pass through it to ‘seek wisdom’. 
 
The first 184 students enrolled at the University attended their lectures, which began on 31 March 
1913, in timber and iron huts located in Irwin Street, Perth. From those humble beginnings the 
generation and transmission of knowledge, expertise and innovation at The University of Western 
Australia has played a significant part in the economic development of Western Australia. It has 
inspired the work of thousands of researchers and equipped tens of thousands of graduates to 
contribute in myriad ways to our society. 
 
UWA is one of the world’s leading universities.  Our graduates go into the world equipped with skills 
and qualifications which will enable them to engage with the pressing challenges of the day and to 
advance our society in all fields of human endeavour. 
 
I wish you well as you apply your learning, and the wisdom acquired by life experience combined with 
that learning, for the benefit of Western Australia, our nation and the wider global community. 
 
 

 



 

 

  
Caption: Amit Chakma 

A message from the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Amit Chakma 

Graduation day is a special day for the University, our graduates and their families and friends.  
 
On this occasion, we gather as a university community to celebrate your academic success and to 
wish you the very best as you embark on your respective journeys.  
 
I offer my warmest congratulations to all our graduates. You have worked hard and met the 
demanding standards of a UWA degree. You are to be commended for your academic achievements.  
 
As you graduate, please remember that your learning days are not over. Learning is a lifelong 
process.  We have prepared you to be master learners. Continue to Seek Wisdom. 
 
We have not given you answers to all questions. We hope that what remains with you is the ability 
to approach new issues objectively and with an open mind, and always tempered with empathy for 
the human condition. 
 
You are graduating at a time when humanity is facing many challenges. The need for highly educated 
and talented people has never been greater. Our world needs talented young people like you to 
bring a fresh perspective and knowledge in tackling these problems. 
 
You are among the fortunate few to have attended one of the finest universities in the world. You 
have what it takes to take these challenges on and chart a brighter course for yourselves, your 
community, your country, and indeed for humanity. As citizens of the globe, you are our gift to the 
world. We are counting on you for your ingenuity, creativity, and leadership. Go out there, be bold, 
live a life of impact, and make us proud. 
 
As graduates, you become members of convocation. You are forever a cherished member of this 
great institution founded over a century ago. Wherever your life’s journey may take you, UWA will 
always be your home. Come home, and come often. Your Alma Mater will be waiting for you! 
 
Congratulations to all of you.  
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Indigenous commitment 
 

Indigenous protocol (by Richard Walley) 

As Noongar people: We respect place and people, plants and animals. It is a holistic respect. We pay 

tribute to events and ceremonies. We embrace people and change while maintaining links to ancient 

cultures and practices. 

 

Noongar people 

Noongar people are the original inhabitants of the South West of Western Australia and form one of 

the largest Aboriginal cultural blocks in Australia. The 14 different language groups – Amangu, 

Yued/Yuat, Whadjuk/Wajuk, Binjareb/Pinjarup, Wardandi, Balardong/Ballardong, Nyakinyaki, 

Wilman, Ganeang, Bibulmun/Piblemen, Mineng, Goreng, Wudjari and Njunga/ Noongar – have 

ownership of all Noongar kaartdijin (knowledge) and culture. 

 

Boodjar (Country) 

The ancestral lands of Aboriginal people. UWA is situated on Noongar Boodjar, in the land of the 

Whadjuk Noongar people. 

 

Welcome to Country 

A Welcome to Country celebrates Aboriginal people’s connection with the land, acknowledges 

Aboriginal people as the traditional owners of the land, and welcomes visitors and guests to their 

land. 

 

Acknowledgement of Country 

An Acknowledgement of Country occurs when an elder or custodian is unavailable to deliver the 

Welcome to Country. In this case a senior representative of the organisation recognises the 

traditional owners and their ongoing connection and responsibilities to Country. 

 

Blessing 

A blessing is delivered by an Elder, or custodian of the country, who extends best wishes for future 

journeys to individuals who have spent time on Country. 

 

 

 
  



 

 

National Anthem 
 

The assembly is invited to sing the first verse of the Australian National Anthem. 

 

Australians all let us rejoice,  

For we are one and free;  

We’ve golden soil and wealth for toil;  

Our home is girt by sea;  

Our land abounds in nature’s gifts  

Of beauty rich and rare;  

In history’s page, let every stage  

Advance Australia Fair.  

In joyful strains then let us sing,  

Advance Australia Fair. 

 

 

 

The Procession 
 

The ceremony commences with the entrance of the Procession.  

 

There is an order of precedence, with the most senior ranking persons appearing at the end of the 

Procession. Thus, lecturers and senior lecturers will enter the Hall first, followed by the professoriate 

and former honorary degree recipients. They are followed by members of the Senate, which is the 

University’s governing body, and the Warden of Convocation, representing the body of graduates of 

the University. The highest ranking officials of the University, the Vice-Chancellor, Pro-Chancellor 

and Chancellor, are the last to mount the stage.  

 

The Procession can also include representatives of other universities and dignitaries of local, state 

and national governments. 
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Convocation 
 

All graduates of UWA become members of Convocation upon graduation. 

 

Members may vote in elections for two members of the Senate and the Council of Convocation, 

review proposed changes to UWA statutes and be consulted by UWA administration when future 

strategy and major changes are considered. 

 

Definition 

A convocation is a ‘gathering together for a large formal assembly’. At UWA, it refers to those 

members of the University community who ‘when gathered together’ by their UWA degrees, are 

entitled to contribute to the governance of the University. Such rights are reserved for those with 

credentials, such as a degree. 

 

Background 

The University of Western Australia Act (1911) describes the University as consisting of ‘a Senate, 

Convocation, staff and students’. The Senate is the ‘governing authority of the University’ and 

Convocation represents UWA’s approximately graduates. 

 

Graduates are enduring members of the University. Current staff and students are important parts 

of the University during their employment or studies, but only members of Convocation are lifelong 

members of the University. Their UWA degree ensures they retain an ongoing interest in the 

performance of the University.  

 

Roles of Convocation 

The University of Western Australia Act (1911) and statutes assign five roles to Convocation: 

• Representing members of the University and the community of Western Australia; 

• Promotion of the ideals and purpose of the University and Convocation to members of the 

University and the community of Western Australia; 

• Encouraging members to participate in the governance of the University; 

• Encouraging contributions to the intellectual and cultural prosperity of the University 

community; and 

• Encouraging professional and social engagement between members and with the University. 

 

Organisational Structure of Convocation 

These roles guide a 21-member Council. Each year, elections are held for six members of Council 

with a three-year term and a Warden and Deputy Warden with a one-year term. Also two Members 

of Senate are elected in a sequential fashion for terms of three years, with a one-year gap of no 

election in year three intermittently but two Senators are always there. The Council meets monthly 

and reports to members at two general meetings a year. Further information on Convocation may 

be found at convocation.uwa.edu.au. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Your UWA alumni community 
 

Thank you for choosing to study at UWA and congratulations on your graduation. We welcome you 

to UWA’s global alumni community. The bond between UWA graduates is strong, it opens doors, 

launches careers and sparks lifelong friendships.  

 

No matter where you go, you’ll find yourself in the company of inspiring people – UWA grads who 

will be your role models, mentors, collaborators and friends. Just remember, we can do more 

together than we can alone.  

 

As you start the next chapter in your journey, UWA wishes you great success. The graduation gift is a 

key-chain representing the Winthrop Hall Rose Window. It acknowledges your achievement and 

reminds you of the special place you come from. As a UWA graduate, you are as much a part of us as 

we are of you.  

 

Please update your contact details at alumni.uwa.edu.au/update to access the full benefit of your 

UWA alumni community.  

 

Five ways to stay involved: 

 

 

Lead: in ways that reflect your passions. Bring together other graduates to achieve 

great things. 

 

Learn: through events and UWA pathways like Communicty Connect, Uniview, and 

School or staff links. 

 

Network: at gatherings and through social media with a powerful global alumni 

network more than 135,000 strong. 

 

Volunteer: organise a reunion, be a mentor, share your time and talent. 

 

Give: the Alumni Fund is your fund – your difference to make. 

Visit alumni.uwa.edu.au to find out more. Congratulations again – and we look forward to staying 

connected! 
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Order of Proceedings 
 

Organ recital by Mrs Annette Goerke 

 

Introduction by the Deputy Chair of the Academic Board, Professor Marc Tenant 

 

The procession will enter and the assembly is requested to stand 

 

The National Anthem 

 

Proceedings will be opened by the Chancellor, The Hon. Robert S French AC 

 

Welcome to Country by Mr Barry Maguire 

 

Vice-Chancellor’s Address by the Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor Simon Biggs 

 

Graduation Address by Ms Kendall Whyte 

 

Conferral of Undergraduate Awards 

 

Conferral of Postgraduate Awards 

 

Conferral of Doctoral Degrees 

 

Welcome Address by the Deputy Warden of Convocation, Dr Brett Davies 

 

Valedictorian Address by Mr Francesco Virga 

 

Proceedings will be closed by the Chancellor, The Hon. Robert S French AC 

 

The procession will retire and the assembly is requested to stand

 



 

 

Graduation Address  

Profile of Speaker 
 

Ms Kendall Whyte, BSc, GradCertBus W.Aust. 

 

Kendall Whyte is the founder and CEO of Blue Tree Project, a grass-roots movement which has 

flourished into a not-for-profit making an impact across regional Australia. The mission of Blue Tree 

Project is to help spark difficult conversations and break down the stigma of mental health, by giving 

dead trees ‘a blue lease on life’.  

 

The Blue Tree Project is inspired by the tragic loss of Kendall’s brother, Jayden, after taking his own 

life in 2018. The blue tree that was once painted as a practical joke now holds a new meaning and 

acts as a beacon of hope for those struggling. With over 700 trees painted across Australia and other 

parts of the world, it highlights the need for such a project. 

 

Within two years, the Blue Tree Project has become a powerful platform to help promote and 

facilitate better understanding of mental health, provide free education seminars, and create 

engaging community events within regional WA. By bringing people together to help create safer 

communities, Kendall hopes to spread the paint and spread the message that ‘it’s ok to not be ok’.   

 

Kendall speaks openly and authentically, to empower others to do the same, believing fear of 

judgment or outdated prejudice should not stop someone seeking help. Her compassion has 

inspired many people to speak up about mental health and to support the project.  

 

In 2021, Kendall is developing a youth toolkit to facilitate mental health education from a young age. 

The importance of starting these conversations early is very close to Kendall’s heart. 
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Conferral of Awards 

UNDERGRADUATE AWARDS 

The following undergraduate award is presented by the Head of School or nominee of the School 

of Allied Health 

Degree of Bachelor of Biomedical Science 
Degree Specific Major in Humanities in Health and Medicine 

Mishkaah Sallie 

 

The following undergraduate awards are presented by the Head of School or nominee of the 

School of Human Sciences 

Degree of Bachelor of Biomedical Science 
Degree Specific Major in Anatomy and Human Biology 

Roshin Mary Cheriyan 

Rachel Saphira Cornelius 

Suhail Farhan 

Brittany Diane Kent 

Hakeem Kumail 

Madison Nayise Lamb 

Megan Annabelle Leadbeater 

Melody Ong 

Krisha Patel 

Ava Thelma Pirrottina 

Madeleine Shae Rushton 

Francesco Virga 

Degree of Bachelor of Biomedical Science 
Degree Specific Major in Exercise and Health 

Rezwan Ramzi 

Degree of Bachelor of Biomedical Science 
Degree Specific Major in Neuroscience 

Cassandra Lee-Ann Clarke 

Gaha Bijay 

Tristan Isaiah Grosse 

Ian Bruce Manners 

Natasha June Vitalich 

  



 

 

Degree of Bachelor of Biomedical Science 
Degree Specific Major in Physiology 

Shreelekha Aravindhan 

Luke Roderick Hugo 

Claudia Young-Kyung Kim 

David Lu 

Maree Muthucumaru 

Sandra Nguyen 

Degree of Bachelor of Science 
Degree Specific Major in Anatomy and Human Biology 

Ryan Ern Yang Cheah 

Jack Ian Dunn 

Tamyka Farsalas 

Josina Marie Rose Hyde 

Alexander Michael King 

Georgina Courtney Knight 

Patricia Jane Boucher Leake 

Marcus Jih Jie Lim 

Larissa Almeida Massari 

Elkin Kristine Meleng 

Andrea Pineda Pacheco 

Georgia Marie Quin 

Kaitlyn Anne Rae 

Wyatt Philip Symons 

Anna Michelle Terry 

Katherine Anne Thomson 

Danaleigh Victor 

Chloe Maddison Walker 

Degree of Bachelor of Science 
Degree Specific Major in Exercise and Health 

Ronald Raukhan Bin Swani 

Jack James Tarleton 

Degree of Bachelor of Science 
Degree Specific Major in Neuroscience 

Ewen John McCabe 

Aidan James Murphy 

Jonathan Chi Wai Wong 
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Degree of Bachelor of Science 
Degree Specific Major in Physiology 

Sarah Jane Allnutt 

Annette Nicolla Barlow 

Lachlan Thomas Watson Stewart Bett 

Charlotte Catherine Hill 

William John White 

Degree of Bachelor of Science 
Degree Specific Major in Sport Science 

Colin Cong Xing Chen 

Angus Macsen Rowe 

Degree of Bachelor of Science 
Degree Specific Major in Sport Science, Exercise and Health 

William Klaas Bailey 

Lachlan William James Budd 

Liam Matthew Jennings 

Simbarashe Charles Makotsa 

Degree of Bachelor of Science 
Degree Specific Major in Sport Science, Exercise and Health (double major) 

Alexander Joseph Adam 

Kieran Padraig Ross Fitzgerald 

Chloe Elizabeth Metcalf 

Degree of Bachelor of Science with Honours 
Maria Babu (Neuroscience) 

 

Nuala Ellen Chapple (Physiology) 

Alexander Benjamin Coleman (Sport Science, Exercise and Health) 

Lauren Louise De Souza (Physiology) 

Kayla Louise Halden (Anatomy and Human Biology) 

Carly Hall (Sport Science, Exercise and Health) 

Rachel Jia Rong Lim (Physiology) 

Ebony Jane Quintrell (Anatomy and Human Biology) 

Luke Aaron Tomlin (Sport Science, Exercise and Health) 

Adele Ern-Wei Williams (Sport Science, Exercise and Health) 

 

The following undergraduate award is presented by the Head of School or nominee of the School 

of Social Sciences 

 

Diploma in Modern Languages 
Ewen John McCabe 

  



 

 

POSTGRADUATE AWARDS 

The following postgraduate awards are presented by the Head of School or nominee of the School 

of Human Sciences 

Graduate Diploma in Clinical Exercise Physiology 
Vaidehi Haren Joshi 

Graduate Diploma in Dental Sleep Medicine 
Aaron Wannyee Wong 

Graduate Diploma in Sleep Science 
Marikah Tiarn Longo 

Degree of Master of Biomedical Science (Human Biology) 
Venkatesh Murukutla 

Degree of Master of Biomedical Science (Neuroscience) 
Luca Agostinelli 

Adeline Hui Jing Yong 

Degree of Master of Biomedical Science (Physiology) 
Hewa Gajanayakage Jayani Raveena Gajanayaka 

Xin Shu 

Degree of Master of Biomedical Science (Physiology) with Distinction 
Hurun Ain Binte Ja'afar 

Degree of Master of Clinical Audiology 
Samantha An Shih Pan 

Degree of Master of Clinical Exercise Physiology 
James Stewart Chandler 

Jyn Wei Chang 

Christopher Fabio Germana 

Goh Junjie 

Kira Anne Lightfoot 

Tameeka Jasmine Lily Manley 

Kalypso Jane McCallum-Smith 

Joko Ramirez Pansoy 

Lucy Jessica Turner 

Faye Yeo Shu Fei 

Sean William Young 
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Degree of Master of Clinical Exercise Physiology with Distinction 
Harrison Michael Baulch 

Degree of Master of Exercise Science (Sport and Exercise Science) 
Hao Wu 

Degree of Master of Health Science (Exercise and Health) 
Jinyan Mo 

Kiran Gorakshnath Thete 

Degree of Master of Health Science (Human Biology) with Distinction 
Rachel Nicole Glossop 

Degree of Master of Health Science (Neuroscience) 
Ann Maria Varghese 

 

The following postgraduate awards are presented by the Head of School or nominee of the School 

of Allied Health 

Graduate Certificate in Health Professions Education 
Ashlee Elizabeth-Ora Atkinson 

Dharini Ganasen 

Degree of Master of Health Professions Education 
Emily Evelyn Broadbent 

Degree of Master of Pharmacy 
Chia-Chen Chiang 

Brittany Xavanne Das 

Fraser Perry Fullerton 

Degree of Master of Social Work 
Leanne Joy Dunphy 

Irena Diane Lizner Weston Harrison 

Lucy Sarah Wells 

  



 

 

Degree of Master of Social Work with Distinction 
Sophia Louise Campbell 

Giorgia Lauren Kila Finnigan 

Chenchen Xu 

Degree of Doctor of Clinical Podiatry 
Twalumba Nkwilimba 

 

The following postgraduate award is presented by the Dean or nominee of the Graduate Research 

School 

Degree of Master of Philosophy 
Motooka Shima 
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DOCTORAL DEGREES 

The following doctoral awards are presented by the Dean or nominee of the Graduate Research 

School 

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
 

Sarah Ellen Clear 

Thesis: Inoculation theory: A dual-route framework and an application to health 

behaviour 

Supervisors: Dr J A Dimmock, Associate Professor B Jackson 

 

Alannah Kelli Anique McKay 

Thesis: The effect of dietary manipulation on iron metabolism and the immune system 

in elite athletes 

Supervisors: Associate Professor P D Peeling, Professor D B Pyne, Professor B T Dawson 

 

Kemi Elizabeth Wright 

Thesis: Thriving families: Improving physical literacy outcomes in children with 

neurodevelopmental, emotional and/or behavioural problems 

Supervisors: Dr B J Furzer, Dr M K Licari, Dr J A Dimmock, Associate Professor B Jackson 

  



 

 

The University’s Graduation 

Ceremonies at Winthrop Hall 
 

The first students to graduate from UWA graduated on 29 July 1914.  

 

Graduation ceremonies were originally held in the Government House Ballroom, until the official 

opening of Winthrop Hall on 13 April 1932. The Hall is one of the Hackett Memorial Buildings 

financed substantially by the very generous bequest received from the estate of Sir John Winthrop 

Hackett. It is located at the southern end of Whitfeld Court, contributing a great deal to the 

impressive nature of the University’s entrance. 

 

In those early years, a single annual ceremony was sufficient for all graduating students. Today with 

more than 25,000 enrolled students and more than 6,800 degrees, diplomas and certificates 

awarded annually, the University conducts more than 20 ceremonies each year, all in Winthrop Hall.

  

 

Measuring 41 metres long by 18 metres wide and with a height from floor to ceiling of 15 metres, 

Winthrop Hall seats 1069 people in the body of the Hall and 150 or more on the dais. The foyer 

features a mosaic floor of Italian marble, a gilded mosaic panel in memory of Sir Alfred Langler, 

whose financial skill as administrator of the Hackett estate resulted in the University receiving a 

considerably enhanced bequest, and a stained glass window in honour of Dr William Hancock, a 

pioneer of radiology in Western Australia and former member of the Senate, the governing body of 

the University. 

 

Upon entering the Hall, the impressive sights of the McGillivray Organ and the Rose Window sit 

above the dais at the opposite end of the Hall. Jarrah panelling lines the lower half of all other walls, 

each of which bears the shields of other Australian and some overseas universities. The shield for 

this University is hung centrally at the back of the dais and is a modified version of the shield in the 

original UWA Coat of Arms registered with the College of Arms in 1972. 

 

The ceiling was decorated by George Benson in 1931. In 2007, during the restoration of the organ 

and the cleaning of the Rose Window, University staff rediscovered some secret paintings. Benson 

included 10 caricatures, two unfinished, of various local dignitaries at the time. Only four of the 

caricatures have been identified to date: Dr James Battye, Sir Walter James, Judge John Northmore 

and Dr William Somerville, while the others still remain a mystery. 
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Academic gowns 
 

The practice of wearing academic dress on formal occasions has a long and illustrious history. The 

title of Chancellor was originally bestowed on important officials in the medieval church and was 

later applied to the chief dignitary of a university. It also refers to the chief judicial officer of England, 

the Lord Chancellor, whose robes are similar to those worn by university chancellors. Thus, it is 

important to remember that the gowns of the Chancellor (who is appointed by the Senate), the Pro-

Chancellor (who is elected by the Senate to act on the Chancellor’s behalf when he or she is 

unavailable), and the Vice-Chancellor (who is the Chief Executive Officer of the University), are not 

strictly academic gowns: they do not signify the wearer’s degree but the office held.  

 

The Chancellor’s gown is of black silk faced with white silk and trimmed with gold braid down 

each front. A flap collar at the back is faced with white silk and trimmed with gold braid and with 

open sleeves fully lined with white silk, trimmed with gold braid and turned back to form a triangle 

bisected by two loops of gold cord from the shoulders. The cap is a black velvet trencher with gold 

tassel and button and trimmed with three centimetres of gold braid.  

 

The Pro-Chancellor’s gown is similar to the Chancellor’s gown but trimmed with gold cord down 

each front with a flap collar at the back faced with white silk. This is also trimmed with gold cord, 

with open sleeves fully lined with white silk, trimmed with gold cord and turned back to form a 

triangle bisected by a loop of gold cord from the shoulders. The Pro-Chancellor also wears a black 

velvet trencher cap with gold tassel and button and trimmed with one-and-a-half centimetres of 

gold braid.  

 

The Vice-Chancellor’s gown is trimmed with silver braid down each front with a flap collar at the 

back faced with white silk. Silver braid trims this collar and the open sleeves are fully lined with 

white silk, rimmed with silver braid and turned back to form a triangle bisected by two loops of silver 

cord from the shoulders. The black velvet trencher cap has a silver tassel and button and is trimmed 

with three centimetres of silver braid. 

 

 



 

 

Officers of the University 
 

As at June 2021  

 

Visitor 

His Excellency the Honourable Kim Beazley AC, Governor of Western Australia 

 

Chancellor 

The Honourable Robert S French AC 

 

Pro-Chancellor 

Mr Frank Cooper AO, BCom W.Aust. 

 

Vice-Chancellor 

Professor Amit Chakma, Diplng IAP, MASc PhD UBC, DEng (Hons) Waterloo, DSc (Hons) Dhaka, 

PEng, ICD.D 
 

Warden of Convocation 

Clinical Professor Lesley Cala, MBBS MD W.Aust., DMRD, FRANZCR, FRCR 

 

Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor  

Professor Simon Biggs, BSc(Hons) PhD Brist., FREng, FTSE, CEng, FlChemE, FIEAust 

 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) 

Professor Tim Colmer, BSc(Agric) W.Aust., PhD UC Davis 

 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Education) 

Professor David Sadler, PFHEA, NTF, FRSA, MAICD, FAIM 

 

Chief Financial Officer 

Ms Leona Marquand, BA(Hons) UOP, DipIFR ACCA, GradDipAppFin FASEA, FCA 

 

Chair of the Academic Board 

Professor Raymond Da Silva Rosa, BCom PhD W.Aust. 
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University Executive 
 

Vice-Chancellor 

Professor Amit Chakma, Diplng IAP, MASc PhD UBC, DEng (Hons) Waterloo, DSc (Hons) Dhaka, 

PEng, ICD.D 
 

Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor  

Professor Simon Biggs, BSc(Hons) PhD Brist., FREng, FTSE, CEng, FlChemE, FIEAust 

 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) 

Professor Tim Colmer, BSc(Agric) W.Aust., PhD UC Davis 

 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Education) 

Professor David Sadler, PFHEA, NTF, FRSA, MAICD, FAIM 

 

Chief Financial Officer 

Ms Leona Marquand, BA(Hons) UOP, DipIFR ACCA, GradDipAppFin FASEA, FCA 

  



 

 

University Senate 
 

Chancellor 

The Honourable Robert S French AC 

 

Members 

Pro Chancellor Frank Cooper AO, BCom W.Aust. 

Vice-Chancellor Amit Chakma, Diplng IAP , MASc PhD UBC, DEng(Hons)Waterloo, DSc(Hons) Dhaka, 

PEng, ICD.D 

Chair of the Academic Board - Raymond da Silva Rosa, BCom PhD W.Aust. 

Emma Mezger, BSc W.Aust.  

Jill Benn, BComm(Media)(Hons) ECU, GradDip(InfoLibStds) Curtin, GAICD, PFHEA

Joanne Farrell, BSc W.Aust., GradDipMgt Curtin, BLP UNSW, SLP LBS   

Joseph Chan, BCom W.Aust. 

Michael Byrne, MSc DU 

Brett Davies, BJuris, LLB, LLM, Dip.Ed, B.Arts(Hons), CTA, AIAMA, MBA Murdoch, SJD W.Aust.  

Linda Kenyon, BJuris, LLB W.Aust., FGIA 

Nin Kirkham, BA PhD W.Aust. 

Robert Olivier, BSc W.Aust., BSocSc(Hons) Curtin, PhD W.Aust. 

Susan Gordon AM, LLB Hon.D.Litt W.Aust.  

Susan Lee Murphy AO, BEng W.Aust. 

Warren Kerr AM, BArch W.Aust., MHP NSW, LFRAIA, FACHSM, FAIM Hon AIA Hon FNZIA 
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